SERVICES
Hub staff can consult with partners and students in a variety of areas:
- Contracts and facilitation projects
- Research resources
- Linking with multidisciplinary academic partners
- Arranging workspace
- Short and long-term lodging
- Traveling to Uganda

SPACE
Partners can reserve space for meetings or arrange for long term work space in two locations:
- MUJHU Research Collaboration, MUJHU Tower 3, Upper Mulago Hill Road, Kampala
- Infectious Disease Institute (IDI), IDI Knowledge Center, Kampala

MINNESOTA-UGANDA PARTNERSHIPS GROUP
- Represents colleges, schools, and units engaged with or interested in engaging as partners between Minnesota and Uganda with future potential for impact on the central and east African region.
- Helps coordinate the health sciences’ growing presence and engagement within the University and Uganda in global health.
- Contact us for information about membership.

CONTACT INFORMATION

IN UGANDA
Martha Kandole
Operations Manager, AHC Uganda Hub
Center for Global Health and Social Responsibility
kando005@umn.edu
+256 775189697

IN THE U.S.
Molly McCoy
Global Public Health Programs Coordinator
Center for Global Health and Social Responsibility
mccoy019@umn.edu
612-626-3280

GLOBALHEALTHCENTER.UMN.EDU/UGANDA
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